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Analyses: Exhaust fumes * MERCEDES 815 D

This test series shall determine by means of chemical analysis and by means of water crystal analysis whether:

a) the environmental pollution, caused by toxic exhaust fumes
b) the adverse health effects, caused by toxic exhaust fumes

can be reduced by integrating the BIOTAC GB© device.

For this purpose two samples have been analyzed. Before installing the BIOTAC GB© device, a neutral sample has been analyzed, and four
weeks after the installation a second analysis has been carried out. Both analysis have been carried out under the same conditions
(weather, humidity, temperature, etc.).

For this purpose the exhaust fumes of the truck have been redirected during 10 minutes in a bucket containing a determined quantity of
normal tap water. After doing so, both analysis have been examinated by an international renowned laboratory in Germany on:

benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylole, nitrite, nitrate, hydrocarbon and sulfur

in order to get the requested information and conclusion about the combustion of the car engine. Furthermore both samples have been
analyzed by means of the water crystallization analysis. Due to this new method it has become now possible to derive liquid crystals from
test samples, without adding solvents or other chemical substances.

This method might be similar to the method developed by the Japanese scientist Masaru Emoto; however we claim our method to be much
more meaningful. It allows to clearly indicate the nature, quality and medically relevant factors of all substances tested.
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Interpretation: exhaust fumes water * MERCEDES 815 D * neutral sample

The crystallization picture (40-fold magnification) shows strongly condensed structures and dark areas indicating toxic substances.

The 90 -angled structures are clearly dominating the whole crystallization picture. This sample hardly shows phytoid (plant-like) shapes
which are evidence for vital water. The crystallization picture (400-fold magnification) shows practically only rectangular structures which
indicate a complete absence of higher natural life forces; to be found in healthy and vital substances showing a very concentrated density of
natural shaped crystals. Overall this water sample shows clearly a very bad quality, having almost no vital forces and being polluted by toxic
substances.

Therefore we must assume this water sample being highly harmful for humans, animals and plants. This fact is completely normal, as we are
talking about a sample in which exhaust fumes have been redirected. This sample, compared to the non-polluted tap water sample, which
served for the base values can be described as water who went through a colossal quality degradation. We can clearly assume that an
important amount of pollutants was accumulated during this 10 minutes in the bucket.

Not only the great number of 90 -angled crystal structures which occurs in the whole picture, but also the linear and long-needled crystals
which separates many sectors, indicates the toxicity of this water sample. This sample represent the initial value in order to witness or to
contest the effectiveness of the BIOTAC GB© device.

Due to our experience since 1983 we can confirm that carcinogenic substances always show a rectangular crystal pattern.
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Interpretation: exhaust fumes water * MERCEDES 815 D * neutral sample

Picture A1 shows strongly dense crystals, having a rigid and inanimated character. The compact
and condensed sectors, which form partially a solely amorphous surface, indicate the toxicity of
the water sample. Relating to the bio-vitality these crystal have to be classed as “low-leveled”.

The lacking appearance of organic and phytoid (plant-like) crystal structures as well as the
missing of 60 - angled structures indicates a low-leveled quality and vitality. Natural spring water
always shows living organic structures and crystals, having a plant-like character. As this sample
doesn’t show these kind of structures we have to declare this water to be highly degenerated;
involving the danger of being highly toxic.

Picture B1 clearly shows right-angled structures with 90 -configuration, having a degenerative
effect on living organisms. The right-angled and cross-shaped structures indicates clearly, that
there are no more vital forces in this sample. The vital forces which were to be found in the tap
water have been completely deadened by the redirected exhaust fumes. Therefore we clearly can
claim that this contaminated sample will cause severe harm to living organisms.

Interesting is the fact that the exhaust fumes of the Otto engines show a significant higher
contamination and degeneration effect than those of the Diesel engines which have been tested
by our laboratory. The evidence of pollutants -especially of carcinogenic substances- are crucial
higher than those realized with Diesel engines.

neutral sample * picture A1 (40-x)

neutral sample * picture B1 (100-x)
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neutral sample * picture A1 (40-x) neutral sample * picture B1 (100-x)
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Interpretation: exhaust fumes water * MERCEDES 815 D * neutral sample

Picture C1 shows rigid structures which only occur in highly contaminated and absolutely harmful
water samples. This picture indicates a water sample with a week vital, necrotic and degenerated
vitality. The natural structures -visible in the tap water sample as roundish crystals-
are no more visible. Insofar the natural tap water has been transformed to contaminated
water, having toxic effects to all consumers. The rigid and thickened structures show an
excessive contamination with pollutants which are almost not degradable in water. They
therefore represent a significant hazard to living beings. The circumstance that on rainy days
exhaust pollutants are dissolved in water and soak in the environmental groundwater is quite
fatal. Therefore it would be very appreciated if both exhaust emissions and the information of the
toxins could be neutralized.

tap water sample * (40-x)

Conclusion

Compared to the neutral tap water sample the exhaust fumes water contains considerably more
pollutants and more aggressive contaminant information; having very harmful effects for
humans and the environment. The pollutants have a highly carcinogenic effect, boosting the risk
suffering from cancer. Therefore we classify this sample as highly hazardous to health.

As already stated: the pollutants of all the trucks that have been analyzed do not show the same
grade of aggressivity as the pollutants of the Otto engines. This statement however has to be
considered as relative, as the rate of carcinogenic substances is still to excessive.
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tap water sample * (40-x) neutral sample * picture C1 (400-x)
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Interpretation: exhaust fumes water * MERCEDES 815 D * with BIOTAC BG© device

This sample represents the analysis with the BIOTAC BG© device. After 4 weeks of application time a different crystalline structure shows up.
In all the different sectors of the image the crystalline structures did change considerably, so that we proceed on the assumption that the
harmful effects of the diesel-exhaust-fumes have been reduced.

During the 4 weeks in which the BIOTAC BG© device was installed in the truck the harmful effects were considerably reduced. In the course
of this, two different parameters have to be distinguished: of one them refers to the chemical presence of the substances in the fumes, the
other parameter refers to the intensity of the effects. The carcinogenic substances of the hydrocarbons will serve as base values.

Based on our long-time activity we are able to distinguish -by optical properties- chemically identical molecules with non-carcinogenic
substances. After the BIOTAC BG© device has been applied, it was indeed possible for the BIOTAC device to transform and to loosen the
structures of carcinogenic substances. The signs of harmful substances were considerably reduced. Simultaneously more roundish crystals
are to be found and no more dark zones, illustrating pollutants, are visible, which is quite amazing. Neutral substances are to be found now.

Overall the harmful effects of the exhaust fumes were considerably reduced and the quality of the water which served as base is -after the
integration of the BIOTAC BG© device- significantly better.

All this is clearly reported in the chemical analysis: the nitrite- and sulfur-values were considerably reduced; showing an improved
combustion of the fuel. Overall, the amount of nitrogen is less than the normal sample (proving a better combustion again). The group of
hydrocarbons shows an amelioration by a factor of 10 ! Therefore the toxic effects have clearly been reduced.

The chemical analysis prove explicit better values than the sample without device.
The effectiveness of this systems has therefore been proven.
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Interpretation: exhaust fumes water * MERCEDES 815 D * with BIOTAC BG© device

Picture A2 shows regularly spreaded crystals which concentrates in the periphery of the water
sample. Compared to the neutral sample with its 90 -angled structures there are now clearly
visible 120 -angled structures. As already stated: 90 -angled structures indicate harmful
carcinogenic substances. Obviously this negative effects was clearly changed into a positive way.
Due to the restructuration of the substances, this sample is considered to be much less toxic.

The perplexing changements are the more so because there was absolutely no chemical-catalytic
influence!

Picture B2 clearly shows more roundish crystals. They reveal -compared to the right-angled
structures with their carcinogenic effects- a neutral effect of the substances. Additionally there
are much less crystal-free zones. This fact indicates that this in this water sample the vital forces
were not destroyed thus far as shown 4 weeks before. This represents a very important fact as
throughout the exhaust fumes the majority of the ground-water is contaminated. Besides
that, rain is eroding the fumes out of the atmosphere leading to contaminated natural drinking
water supply.

The cleaner and the less harmful the fumes are, the better it will be possible to protect all the
natural drinking water sources. The BIOTAC BG© device represents a very interesting and
positive contribution.

sample 2 * picture A2 (40x)

sample 2 * picture B2 (100x)
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sample 2 * picture A2 (40x) sample 2 * picture B2 (100x)
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Interpretation: exhaust fumes water * MERCEDES 815 D * with BIOTAC BG© device

Picture C2 clearly shows that there are no more 90 -angled structures. Only a few zones with
crystal-free sectors are visible. This fact attests that vital forces are somehow unlocked by very
small quantities; which is evident due to the fact, that diesel exhaust fumes have been redirected
in the water bucket. Compared to the neutral sample there are however significant more vital
forces in this water; which is to ascribe to the fact of the properties of the BIOTAC BG© device.
We certainly have to hint to the fact that this sample might be harmful: we cannot describe it as
natural. Nevertheless there is a significant and positive increase in quality compared to the
neutral sample. Based on the results and crystal pictures, some of our assistants who were not
informed about the project were willing to drink this water. When we informed them about the
test series they were noticeably amazed (but no more willing to drink this water).

Conclusion

Compared to the values of the normal sample this test performs completely different and gains the advantage. The BIOTAC BG© device is
really effective and improves the water quality and reduces clearly the harmful effects of the diesel-fumes. Consequently an important
contribution for the protection of the waters and the groundwater is possible. It seems that the chemical values attest the crystal values. To
us it was very interesting to remark how the energetic level of the information of the pollutants changed in a stunning way. The
carcinogenic effects are considerably reduced. We therefore attest the positive effects of the BIOTAC BG© device.

Considering the values for drinking water, which are very particular, the BIOTAC BG© device has to be rated as: very good. This system
seems to offer a very positive effect to consumers and therefore it seems to be very recommendable for reasons of environmental
protection and pollution control.

sample 2 * picture C2 (400x)
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sample 2 * with BIOTAC device * picture C2 (400-x)neutral sample * picture C1 (400-x)
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Chemical analysis
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neutral sample

with BIOTAC device

Exhaust fumes neutral sample with device difference

MERCEDES 815 D in mg/l

Benzene mg/l 0,008 0,000 - 0,008

Toluene mg/l 0,004 0,000 - 0,004

Ethylbenzene mg/l 0,010 0,010 - 0,000

Xylole (sum) mg/l 0,010 0,010 - 0,000

Nitrite mg/l 102,0 14,4 - 87,6

Nitrate mg/l 8,5 5,9 - 2,6

Hydrocarbon H18 mg/l 19,0 9,4 - 9,6

Sulfur mg/l 17,0 16,0 - 1,0
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Chemical analysis
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